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peanut consumption?        
















































































































































































































































efforts to halt the rise in food allergy       [EAT Flyer] 
whilst also making reference to the specialist services that were available:39  
Children evaluated for the study will receive allergy testing and dietary 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































that time and they could talk about it.        
















































































































































































































































































































































































about how to prevent peanut allergy.       


























she would email the recipe through today.         



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































weren’t contacted on multiple occasions.       

















some of the mysteries of peanut allergy.       
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Name of Main Supervisor: Dr Annette Boaz            












































































parents  whose  children  take  part  in  research.    Before  you  chose  whether  to  take  part  it  is 
important for you to understand why this research  is being done and what  it will  involve. Please 
take  time  to  read  the  following  information  carefully  and  discuss  it with  your  family,  friends  or 













































































































Name of Researcher: Helen Fisher               
   





































Name of participant      Signature        Date 
 
 






































































































































































































Mother    Father      Other (pl state) _________________ 
 
2. Which age group do you belong to? 
16‐20 years        21‐30 years    Other    
31‐40 years        41‐50 years   
51‐60 years        51‐60 years   
 
3. What is your highest level of education? 
Basic secondary/high school    Advanced secondary     
(e.g. GCSE)         (e.g. A levels) 




4. How would you describe your ethnicity? (please tick one) A. White  British          Irish          
  Other 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B. Mixed  White and Black Caribbean 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and Black African     
  White and Asian       Other Mixed        C. Asian   Indian          Pakistani       
  Bangladeshi        Other Asian 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D. Black   Black British         Black Caribbean 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You  are  being  invited  to  take  part  in  a  study  that  is  trying  to  learn  more  about  the 
experiences of parents whose children take part in research. Before you choose whether to 
take part it is important for you to understand why this research is being done and what it 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